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“Quantitative approach for asymmetric results”

The above is the monthly chart of Oil which was presented in the previous report back in April.
Let’s see then how Oil has evolved since then.
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The April candle at the end resulted in a bullish candel but it took another two months before Oil
finally broke at the same time April’s high and the resistance coming from the 2008 high (purple
line).
The technical indication is that prices will go in direction of the breaking, and therefore long
positions are the only taken into account. However bear in mind that it is always possible to have
false signals and therefore be in alert in case of sudden drop in prices, especially below July low.
A possible target resulting from the exit of the wedge (purple lines) and the rectangual triangle
(orange lines) can be found at the end of the blue vertical lines. In the most probable case of the
long side, target is then at 136 usd/barrel. Interestingly enough this target coincides with the
previsou trendline in which the price of Oil was inserted (dark green line). This type of retesting
previous trendlines happen quite often, and for this reason I may opt for this scenario. With the
retesting, it will probably come a new historical high for Oil.
The monthly chart helps in spotting the long term trend, but there are more efficient ways to enter
this trade, namely looking at shorter time frames. Indeed in the monthly chart you can see that Oil
is in overboght condition (black circle on the fast CCI) and entering at these prices could result in
having a decrease in value in the short term if a retracement will materialize. This is particularly
true noting that only in other two instances in the past the CCI 8 periods has been so highly
overbought, one in 2007 and one in 2008. The first one had Oil in continued overbought condition
while price was trending up; the second time it was at the historical high for Oil, just before seeing
a major price collapse. What the indicator is telling us, is to be very careful.
However one information we receive is there could be better and more efficient entry in this long
position.
Last thing on the monthly chart: please bear in mind that trends (bullish as in this case, but also
bearish ones) start at extremes, meaning that typically trends start when prices of the instruments
are already in overbought/oversold condition, and they just continue in their overbought /oversold
condition for sometime.
What I am trying to say is that the safer entry would be to wait for a pull back of the prices, but I am
also aware that the price of Oil could continue to spike up breathless. For this reason I may also
consider an entry above the recent highs, at 109.32 USD.
If the preferred entry is after a retracement, let’s see then the weekly chart:
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From the weekly chart the information that I receive is that it was only during a week that the price
of Oil broke the two resistances, with the long green candle but since then Oil is moving sideways.
It is possible that to finish this short term impulsive movement, a fractional new high will be
achieved.
In the weekly chart can also be seen the presence of a bullish rectangual triangle which has been
recently violated. Target of this bullish triangle is the projection of the high of the triangle (red
horizontal line): 122 USD.
As said earlier on the monthly chart, trends start from extreme situation and here we have an
extreme situation for what concern prices, but not with indicators: in fact the medium term CCI (20
periods) is not in overbought condition. It could very well mean that prices can start a new bullish
trend no problem (sidewasy movement can result in: no price change but indicators leave the
overbought condition).
Personally I would wait for a pull back around the 100 usd threshold and look for long entrys there
(you can see on the weekly chart how often prices flirted with this threshold), or wait for the
breaking of recent highs. Right now price of Oil is in a “no man’s land”.
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Lastly let’s look at the Commitments of Traders (COT) in order to see who is doing what:

From cotbase.com the above is the COT on Oil which is potentially giving a contrarian signal: in
fact Large Traders, typically the smart money, are at highest level long on Oil right now while Small
Traders are only barely long with a decreasing volume.
Using COT to add a better timing in entering into a future, typically in a bullish trend is safer to
enter when Large Traders start increasing their exposure on some important lows (see for instance
November 2012, light blue box).
At these levels with Large so overly stretched it is possible to have prices that continue going
higher, but if for any reasons they should start dropping, the descent could potentially be very
violent due to the closing of the positions by the Large Traders.
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Summing up:
Oil has broken important resistances giving clear indication that the direction of its prices
is up. However some concerns arise looking deeply at the monthly and weekly chart, and
especially looking at the latest Commitment of Traders (COT).
Right now there is no indication of immediate resuming of the bullish trend, prices are in a “no
man’s land”.
Safer entry: wait for a pull back around 100 usd and look for long signals, stop below 96 usd (low
of weekly candle on July 1st . If prices will break this low, it will jeopardize the whole bullish
structure).
Aggressive entry: longs above recent highs 109.32 USD with a first stop loss at 96 USD for the
same reason above. If the bullish trend is confirmed to be as strong as the previous weeks, then as
price trends higher, stop can be moved below 102.22 USD which is low of the August 5th weekly
candle.
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Useful Links:
European Central Bank:
www.ecb.int
Bank for International Settlements:
www.bis.org
International Monetary Fund:
www.imf.org
Federal Reserve:
www.federalreserve.gov
US CFTC
www.cftc.gov

Disclaimer
Nothing in this report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise
constitutes a personal recommendation. It is published solely for information purposes, it does not constitute an advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any
securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the
information contained herein, nor is it intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the report. The writer does not undertake that investors
will obtain profits, nor will it share with investors any investment profits nor accept any liability for any investment losses. Investments involve risks and investors should exercise prudence in making
their investment decisions. The report should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The
value of any investment or income may go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested. Any opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice.
The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable for all investors, and trading
in these instruments is considered risky. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument mentioned in this report. For
investment advice, trade execution or other enquiries, investors should contact their local sales representative. Any prices stated in this report are for information purposes only and do not represent
valuations for individual securities or other instruments.
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